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The monetary fund that the apostle Paul organized
among his Gentile congregations for the JewishChristian community in Jerusalem was clearly an
important endeavor to Paul; discussion of this offering
occupies several prominent passages in Paul's epistles
to the Romans and the Corinthians. In The Offering of
the Gentiles David Downs carefully investigates this
offering from historical, socio-cultural, and theological
standpoints. Downs begins by piecing together a
chronological account of Paul's fund-raising efforts on
behalf of the Jerusalem church, based primarily on
information from the Pauline epistles. After
reconstructing this complex story, Downs examines the
sociocultural context of the collection, focusing on giftgiving practices in the ancient Mediterranean world
relating to benefaction, common funds, and care for the
poor. Finally, Downs explores how Paul framed this
contribution rhetorically as a religious offering
consecrated to God.
The Reverend Clarence Larkin was one of the most
widely influential pop theologians of the early twentieth
century: his works are the source of many of the
"prophecies" and "truths" end-times Christians hold to
even today. This stupendous 1918 book-perhaps his
greatest work-is the result of more than 30 years' worth
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of, the author
informs us,
"careful and patient study of
the Prophetic Scriptures."Fully illustrated by charts
describing God's plan for humanity, Dispensational Truth
covers: Pre-Millennialism the Second Coming of Christ
the present evil world the Satanic trinity the world's
seven great crises prophetical chronology the threefold
nature of man the Book of Revelation five fingers
pointing to Christ the False Prophet and much
more.American Baptist pastor and author CLARENCE
LARKIN (1850-1924) was born in Pennsylvania, and
later set up his ministry there. He wrote extensively and
popularly on a wide range of Biblical and theological
matters.
Originally presented as the author's thesis (Ph.
D.)--University of Oxford, 1984. Includes bibliographical
references (pages 232-244) and index.
Intergrating patristics and early Jewish mysticism, this
book examines Greogry of Nyssa's tabernacle imagery,
as found in Life of Moses 2. 170-201. Previous
scholarship has often focused on Gregory's
interpretation of the darkness on Mount Sinai as divine
incomprehensibility. However, true to Exodus, Gregory
continues with Moses's vision of the tabernacle "not
made with hands" received within that darkness. This
innovative methodology of heuristic comparison doesn't
strive to prove influence, but to use heavenly ascent
textsas a foil, in order to shed new light on Gregory's
imagery. Ann Conway-Jones presents a well-rounded,
nuanced understanding of Gregory's exegesis, in which
mysticism, theology, and politics are intertwined.
Heavenly ascent texts use descriptions of religious
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to claim authoritative
Gregory, the high point of Moses's ascent into the
darkness of Mount Sinai is the mystery of Christian
doctrine. The heavenly tabernacle is a type of the
heavenly Christ. This mystery is beyond intellectual
comprehension, it can only be grasped by faith; and only
the select few, destined for positions of responsibility,
should even attempt to do so.
"In David D. Visser's illuminating mediation, Paul -- The
Apostle to the Gentiles, the author shares an in-depth
biography of Paul's life, and why his role as an apostle
differed from that of the other apostles."--Publisher's
description on back cover.
Insightful and heart-warming, this classic book is written
for those who seek to know God better. It unfolds lifeimpacting, biblical truths and has been called a "soulstirring celebration of the pleasures of knowing God."
Drawing upon the concepts of cultural and linguistic
hybridity developed by Homi Bhabha, Salman Rushdie,
Mikhail Bakhtin, and others, Garroway suggests that the
first generation of Gentile converts were uncertain
whether they had become Jews or remained Gentiles in
the wake of their baptism into Christ.

This book is novel in its questioning of the adequacy
of interpreting Paul from the perspective of the
Reformation and in its application of sociological
methods to the New Testament.
The Gentiles and the Gentile Mission in LukeActsCambridge University Press
This volume describes the attitudes towards Gentiles
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in both ancient Judaism and the early Christian
tradition. The Jewish relationship with and views
about the Gentiles played an important part in
Jewish self-definition, especially in the Diaspora
where Jews formed the minority among larger
Gentile populations. Jewish attitudes towards the
Gentiles can be found in the writings of prominent
Jewish authors (Josephus and Philo), sectarian
movements and texts (the Qumran community,
apocalyptic literature, Jesus) and in Jewish
institutions such as the Jerusalem Temple and the
synagogue. In the Christian tradition, which began
as a Jewish movement but developed quickly into a
predominantly Gentile tradition, the role and status of
Gentile believers in Jesus was always of crucial
significance. Did Gentile believers need to convert to
Judaism as an essential component of their affiliation
with Jesus, or had the appearance of the messiah
rendered such distinctions invalid? This volume
assesses the wide variety of viewpoints in terms of
attitudes towards Gentiles and the status and
expectations of Gentiles in the Christian church.
Jurgen Becker, one of the most respected German
New Testament scholars, delves into the person,
world, work, letters, and thought of Paul in order to
provide a comprehensive and through study that
answers both historical and theological questions.
He gives a detailed, careful, and imaginative
presentation of the chronology of Paul's life and
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concerning the Hellenistic world in which Paul,
Judaism, and early Christianity existed.
The book is a logical Bible study and in-depth
examination of Race, Sex, Power, Politics and War.
The Author addresses the false doctrine and
propaganda that has been fronted for centuries, by
Christianity and Judaism, as to their supremacy
above other religions and races. He also examines
the role these two religions have played in promoting
these false doctrines, which literally contradict, the
written laws of the Bible. The book further looks at
Islam where the Author acknowledges the origin and
foundation of its “original teachings,” as is likened
by God's Commandments and as written in the Holy
Bible and Holy Qur'an. The Author takes a scalpel to
dissect race and religion to its core. The Author
separates the gentile dogma of Christianity and
Judaism and highlights their contradiction to the
Laws of God. Lastly, he dwells on separation of
races based on their individual religious
philosophies, concluding in the introduction of Lucifer
as a Chief Architect of Gentile religious doctrine and
practices. Lucifer’s mission is to maintain the
delusion of the white God and its false power to rule
over Black and Semite people. Quotes from Author:
“I am challenging the world’s Christian religious
believers, communities and the general masses to
follow the true laws of God. They should stop falling
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prey to the “False Luciferian Doctrine” and the
delusion of White God.” “I affirm to the world that, I
am a true servant of God who is challenging all
religious ministers to debate evidence and facts,
referred to in this book through the lesson chapters,
so that they may distinguish the truth from the lie. I
challenge them to debate about the alleged religious
authorities in reference to the Christian and Jewish
faith, in order to determine, if truly, their religious
practices is of the God of Heaven and Earth. “I
challenge all ministers to prove that they follow and
believe in the commandments, Laws and Statues of
God as written in the scriptures. I further challenge
all of them to debate the true ethnology and race of
God’s chosen people; his first family being the black
and Semite (Hebrews), who are identified by their
skin pigmentation and coloration; and their true
religion to be “Abrahamic.” This would also prove
that ‘True’ Israelites” are cousins to the
Ishmaelite’s. In addition, I challenge all ministers of
Jewish Authority, to a debate, as to the true
ethnology of ‘True’ Hebrews of the Land of
Palestine and Canaan. It is worth noting that the
“true Hebrews” were removed from the Holy land,
and thereafter “cursed” by God and “Scattered”
unto Gentile nations in all four corners of the earth.
And shall remain there, until the second coming of
Jesus; as was prophesied in his Revelation war
against the Christian, Jewish Armies of Gog
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(Europe) and Magog (America, Israel), and as
foretold in the book of Revelations. I challenge them
to deny that it has been 2000 years of Christian
Propaganda Crusade by the gentiles and gentile
Jews, and Theologians, Philosophers and
Historians, to hide the true identity of the true
Israelites. Their mission has been to remove parts
of, and alter the Holy Scriptures, thereby changing
the Laws of God. Their intention is to make everyone
follow Luciferian Doctrine. Because of this, God gave
Revelation unto Jesus Christ, to bring forth the final
“Armageddon” to all who changed His Laws. This
led to his prophecy against the Christians
(Nicolaitans) and Jewish doctrine (religion), which
He hated, for they are the synagogue (disciples) of
Satan.
In this grace-filled and thoroughly researched book,
author Ange-Michel Muhayimana shows the role that
Moses played in the giving of the law to the nation of
Israel. He also shows how the law of Moses
excluded the Gentiles from citizenship in the land of
Israel, how Gentiles were foreigners to Gods
covenants recorded in the Bible, and how those
known as proselytes were included in the law of
Moses for their citizenship in the nation of Israel.
Using many New Testament passages, the author
shows how Jesus considered Gentiles and how the
early church leaders, such as Paul and Peter,
understood that the law of Moses was never given to
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the Gentile nations and consequently preached
Jesus without the law of Moses when in front of a
gentile audience. He finally shows how as a new
covenant believer you can live a life free of legalism
by trusting in Jesus and his finished work alone.
This volume--the work of a lifetime--brings together
all the Joseph Smith Translation manuscript in a
remarkable and useful way. Now, for the first time,
readers can take a careful look at the complete text,
along with photos of several actual manuscript
pages. The book contains a typographic transcription
of all the original manuscripts, unedited and
preserved exactly as dictated by the Prophet Joseph
and recorded by his scribes. In addition, this volume
features essays on the background, doctrinal
contributions, and editorial procedures involved in
the Joseph Smith Translation, as well as the history
of the manuscripts since Joseph Smith's day.
This groundbreaking study argues that, in the Gospel of
Mark, Gentiles are recipients of Jesus' compassion and are
typically depicted as desperate individuals who exhibit faith
and understanding. Mark's arrangement of the sequence of
Gentile episodes is progressive and envisions a theological
reversal in the kingdom of God, a re-prioritization in the
proclamation of the gospel message that coincides with the
death of Jesus. After receiving Gentiles in the Jewish
homeland (3:7-12), the Markan Jesus initiates four excursions
into Gentile territory. The first journey (5:1-20) is preparatory
and opens the door for future ministry in Gentile regions.
Jesus symbolically cleanses the land and the healed
demoniac becomes the first missionary to Gentiles. The
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ends prematurely when the
disciples fail to understand the Gentile mission, leading
inexorably to the third journey where the relationship between
Jews, Gentiles, and the kingdom of God becomes the focal
point of the narrative. Although the Jews are first, the Gentiles
are not excluded from the kingdom. On the fourth journey the
reader senses a subtle re-prioritization in the kingdom as an
event on Gentile soil occurs before its parallel counterpart on
Jewish soil, reversing an established narrative pattern in
Jesus' ministry. Iverson shows how the theological reversal
gains clarity when the narrative shifts to Jerusalem. The
tearing of the temple curtain marks the dawn of a new era
and links the temple and Gentile themes. Through Jesus'
obedient self-gift, he becomes the new temple providing
universal access to God for all people's depiction of the
centurion is a narrative signal that the kingdom has been
passed to Gentiles according to the divine plan. The Jews
have not been excluded, any more than the Gentiles were
when Israel was first. Mark's theological reversal looks
proleptically beyond the story line to the completion of the
Gentile mission by the followers of Jesus.
An interdisciplinary study of Acts by leading Old and New
Testament and ancient history scholars.
Acts is the sequel to Luke's gospel and tells the story of
Jesus's followers during the 30 years after his death. It
describes how the 12 apostles, formerly Jesus's disciples,
spread the message of Christianity throughout the
Mediterranean against a background of persecution. With an
introduction by P.D. James
As a Jew, Zola was constantly asked, “How did you get
saved?,” as though Jewish salvation is hard to find in
Scripture. In this thought-provoking Bible study, Zola turns the
tables by asking, “How can a Gentile be saved?” An
interesting, unique look at the grafting in of the Gentiles to
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Paul and the Gentile Problem provides a new explanation for
the apostle Paul's statements about the Jewish law in his
letters to the Romans and Galatians. Paul's arguments
against circumcision and the law in Romans 2 and his reading
of Genesis 15-21 in Galatians 4:21-31 belong within a stream
of Jewish thinking which rejected the possibility that gentiles
could undergo circumcision and adopt the Jewish law,
thereby becoming Jews. Paul opposes this solution to the
gentile problem because he thinks it misunderstands how
essentially hopeless the gentile situation remains outside of
Christ. The second part of the book moves from Paul's
arguments against a gospel that requires gentiles to undergo
circumcision and adoption of the Jewish law to his own
positive account, based on his reading of the Abraham
Narrative, of the way in which Israel's God relates to gentiles.
Having received the Spirit (pneuma) of Christ, gentiles are
incorporated into Christ, who is the singular seed of Abraham,
and, therefore, become materially related to Abraham. But
this solution raises a question: Why is it so important for Paul
that gentiles become seed of Abraham? The argument of this
book is that Paul believes that God had made certain
promises to Abraham that only those who are his seed could
enjoy and that these promises can be summarized as being
empowered to live a moral life, inheriting the cosmos, and
having the hope of an indestructible life.
Many Christians think of end times prophecy as a gigantic,
intimidating puzzle -- difficult to piece together and impossible
to figure out. But every puzzle can be solved if you approach
it the right way. Paul Benware compares prophecy to a
picture puzzle. Putting the edge pieces together first builds
the 'framework' that makes it easier to fit the other pieces in
their place. According to Benware, the framework for
eschatology is the biblical covenants. He begins his
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explaining the major covenants.
Then he discusses several different interpretations of end
times prophecy. Benware digs into the details of the Rapture,
the Great Tribulation, the judgements and resurrections, and
the millennial kingdom. But he also adds a unique, personal
element to the study, answering questions as: -Why study
bible prophecy? -What difference does it make if I'm
premillenial or amillenial? If what the Bible says about the
future puzzles you, Understanding End Times Prophecy will
help you put together the pieces and see the big picture.
Christoph W. Stenschke examines Luke's portrait of the
Gentiles' state prior to their coming to Christian faith.
Following the history of research, he commences with Luke's
direct references to the Gentiles prior to faith and then draws
conclusions concerning their state from the Gentile encounter
with Jesus and Christian salvation. This includes Luke's notes
on the condition of Gentiles and on their appropriation of
salvation. Finally conclusions from Luke's portrayal of Gentile
Christians are drawn.With his approach Christoph W.
Stenschke challenges some previous contributions to Lukan
anthropology. He argues that the main study in the field
(J.-W. Taeger, Der Mensch und sein Heil) does not
sufficiently consider all the evidence. By concentrating on the
Gentiles in Luke-Act (including Samaritans and God-fearers)
the author's thesis covers all the relevant material. Contrary
to Taeger, who suggests that Gentiles do not need 'salvation'
as much as 'correction', he discovers that Luke portrays
Gentiles prior to faith in a condition requiring God's saving
intervention. Thorough correction has to accompany and
follow this salvation. Though allowing for distinct Lukan
emphases, this portrait is not essentially at odds with that of
other NT authors.These results further show that the
Areopagus speech needs to and can be satisfactorily
interpreted in its context and in conjunction with similar
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The author further
argues that Luke's narrative
sections and the characterization they present should no
longer be neglected in favour of the speeches. Luke's
portrayal of Gentiles prior to faith also bears on his
understanding of sin and provides additional justification for
the Gentile mission. Christoph W. Stenschke challenges
proposals of Luke's alleged anti-Judaism and provides some
hitherto little-noticed correctives.
In the first major analysis of Paul's understanding of Gentile
salvation in several years, Bible scholar Terence Donaldson
offers a creative approach to the apostle's theological
convictions. According to Donaldson, Paul as a believer in
Jesus Christ did not abandon his Jewish frame of reference
but reconfigured it, especially by the stimulus of his mission to
the Gentiles.
Dr Wilson examines Jesus' attitude to Gentiles and concludes
that not only did he fail to anticipate a historical Gentile
mission, but that his eschatological expectations logically
disallowed it.
A comprehensive examination of Jewish views of Gentiles
"Includes information on anti-Semitism, art, Bible, capitalism,
Catholics, Christianity, Christian Right, communists,
Declaration of Independence, Democratic Party, demography,
France, Germany, Great Britain, Hasidim, Hebrew language,
Adolf Hitler, Holocaust, Islam, Israel, Moses Maimonides,
Marxism, Moses Mendelssohn, Walter Mondale, Moral
Majority, Muslims, Gamal Abdel Nasser, Nazis, Orthodox
Judaism, Poland, rabbis, race relations, Ronald Reagan,
Reform Judaism, Republican Party, Russia, Sabbath, JeanPaul Sartre, Sephardim, William Shakespeare, Six-Day War,
Soviet Union, Baruch Spinoza, Josef Stalin, Leo Strauss, tax
policy, Torah, U.S. Constitution, Yiddish, Yom Kippur,
Zionism, etc."--From source other than the Library of
Congress
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of the Bible Series
and not of theology. It is intended to
elucidate the antiquities, biography, geography, and natural
history of the Old Testament, New Testament, and
Apocrypha."--Pref.
Gentiles are non-Jews. Christianity was originally a Jewish
religious sect. What is normally called THE HOLY BIBLE by
contemporary Christians is comprised of the OLD and the
NEW TESTAMENTS. The Old Testament is a record of how
God dealt with the Jews and their ancestors. The New
Testament is composed of four accounts of Jesus and his
ministry (the gospels), an account of the Apostles’ ministries
(Acts), various letters (epistles), and a long prophecy
(Revelation). Some of the New Testament deals with Jewish
doctrine or is particularly aimed at Jewish Christians. But why
would Gentile Christians need to be interested or involved
with Jewish laws or customs? Therefore, Gentile Christianity
would be less confusing and less restrictive if only there was
a Bible just for Gentiles. Therefore, the Gentile Bible is
confined to the New Testament. Furthermore, the New
Testament potions that are particularly addressed to Jewish
Christians are not included. The result, then, is a Gentile
Guide Book or a Gentile Holy Bible. An additional benefit is
that the four gospels are combined, and the whole Gentile
Bible is paraphrased KJV in modern English.
Originally an ascribed identity that cast non-Jewish Christbelievers as an ethnic other, "gentile" soon evolved into a
much more complex aspect of early Christian identity. Gentile
Christian Identity from Cornelius to Constantine is a full
historical account of this trajectory, showing how, in the
context of "the parting of the ways," the early church
increasingly identified itself as a distinctly gentile and antiJudaic entity, even as it also crafted itself as an alternative to
the cosmopolitan project of the Roman Empire. This process
of identity construction shaped Christianity's legacy,
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mimicker of Rome's imperial ideology. Drawing on social
identity theory and competitive ethnography, Terence
Donaldson offers an analysis of gentile Christianity that is
thorough and highly relevant to today's discourses
surrounding identity, ethnicity, and Christian-Jewish relations.
As Donaldson shows, a full understanding the term gentile is
key to understanding the modern Western world and the
church as we know it.
Goy: Israel's Others and the Birth of the Gentile traces the
development of the term and category of the goy from the
Bible to rabbinic literature. Adi Ophir and Ishay Rosen-Zvi
show that the category of the goy was born much later than
scholars assume; in fact not before the first century CE. They
explain that the abstract concept of the gentile first appeared
in Paul's Letters. However, it was only in rabbinic literature
that this category became the center of a stable and long
standing structure that involved God, the Halakha, history,
and salvation. The authors narrate this development through
chronological analyses of the various biblical and post biblical
texts (including the Dead Sea scrolls, the New Testament and
early patristics, the Mishnah, and rabbinic Midrash) and
synchronic analyses of several discursive structures. Looking
at some of the goy's instantiations in contemporary Jewish
culture in Israel and the United States, the study concludes
with an examination of the extraordinary resilience of the
Jew/goy division and asks how would Judaism look like
without the gentile as its binary contrast.
Do you know who the "Gentiles" are according to the Bible?
Explore this power-packed book that will once and for all
answer all he questions that you have on the "Gentiles." The
biblical facts are presented to you in this book cannot be
denied; the truth is the truth. We walk you through step by
step and explain who the Apostles, including Paul, and
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whom they were
fishing. You will go away knowing
without a doubt, the distinction between the Jew and the
Gentile (who became the scattered nations), as well as indepth information on who Cornelius was; there is so much
here, you will not be disappointed,
What if there is no pre-tribulation Rapture? How will the
witnesses use the world's media to get God's final message
across to the world?
Essay from the year 2014 in the subject Theology - Biblical
Theology, Trinity Theological College Perth, course:
Theological Themes in Luke-Acts, language: English,
abstract: This essay addresses the question: “How does
Luke develop his defence of Paul’s mission to the Gentiles?
Can this teach us anything today for our understanding of our
practice of cross-cultural mission?” In addressing the
aforementioned question, this essay follows various stories
and assertions in Luke-Acts that show his (Luke)
development of the defence of Paul’s Gentile mission. The
literary and narrative study of the accounts on Peter, the
Jerusalem Council and Cornelius, significantly help resolve
the imminent and crucial theological and missiological
approach to the Gentile mission. Luke develops the Gentile
motif, which begins earlier on in the Gospel of Luke through
Acts. He is without question setting up a platform for a Gentile
mission agenda, even before Paul appears on the scene.
Luke systematically addresses the vivid and crucial
cosmographic and trans-historical movement of the missiodei. This paper follows these arguments to see how Luke
validates and defends Paul’s mission to the Gentiles.
Lessons learnt from Luke’s validation of the Gentile mission
will be applied for present day hermeneutical and crosscultural missional approach. A conclusion will then be drawn.
Bird argues that Jesus was attempting to achieve and enact
the restoration of Israel, and in continuity with other strands of
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Jesus conceived
resulting in the salvation of the gentiles. Jesus' mission was
Israel-centric, but he espoused a view of restoration that was
indebted to certain strands of Israel's sacred traditions where
the gentiles are implicit beneficiaries of Israel's salvation.
Since this restoration was already being partially realized in
Jesus' ministry, it was becoming possible for gentiles to begin
sharing in Israel's salvation in the present. Additionally, Jesus
understood himself and his followers to be the new temple
and the vanguard of the restored Israel who would
appropriate for themselves the role of Israel and the temple in
being a light to the nations. Thus, a gentile mission has its
germinal roots in the aims and intentions of Jesus and was
developed in a transformed situation by adherents of the
early Christian movement.
This exciting new interpretation of Pauls Letter to the Romans
approaches Pauls most famous letter from one of the newest
scholarly positions within Pauline Studies: The Radical New
Perspective on Paul (also known as Paul within Judaism). As
a point of departure, the author takes Pauls self-designation
in 11:13 as apostle to the gentiles as so determining for Pauls
mission that the audience of the letter is perceived to be
exclusively gentile. The study finds confirmation of this
reading-strategy in the letters construction of the interlocutor
from chapter 2 onwards. Even in 2:17, where Paul describes
the interlocutor as someone who calls himself a Jew, it
requests to perceive this person as a gentile who presents
himself as a Jew and not an ethnic Jew. If the interlocutor is
perceived in this way throughout the letter, the dialogue
between Paul and the interlocutor can be perceived as a
continuous, unified and developing dialogue. In this way, this
interpretation of Romans sketches out a position against a
more disparate and fragmentary interpretation of Romans.
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believers as
an ethnic other,
“gentile” soon evolved into a
much more complex aspect of early Christian identity. Gentile
Christian Identity from Cornelius to Constantine is a full
historical account of this trajectory, showing how, in the
context of “the parting of the ways,” the early church
increasingly identified itself as a distinctly gentile and antiJudaic entity, even as it also crafted itself as an alternative to
the cosmopolitan project of the Roman Empire. This process
of identity construction shaped Christianity’s legacy,
paradoxically establishing it as both a counter-empire and a
mimicker of Rome’s imperial ideology. Drawing on social
identity theory and competitive ethnography, Terence
Donaldson offers an analysis of gentile Christianity that is
thorough and highly relevant to today’s discourses
surrounding identity, ethnicity, and Christian-Jewish relations.
As Donaldson shows, a full understanding of the term gentile
is key to understanding the modern Western world and the
church as we know it.
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